Arkansas Ongoing WIC Suspensions—COVID 19

The temporary suspension remains in place through September 30, 2020, for the following vendor requirements: Monitoring visits, follow-up monitoring visits, compliance investigations, mandatory trainings and voluntary trainings. In addition to this, vendors will not be penalized for tagging. We understand due to the increase in demand for items tags may accidentally get shifted.

The alternative items to the WIC approved food list also remains in place through September 30, 2020.

- 1 Dozen- XL Eggs
- 20 oz.- 100% Whole Wheat/Whole Grain Bread
- 8 oz.- WIC approved cheese (block or slices)
- 2% milk will be allowed for children >2 and woman

If you have any questions please contact Gayla Lanum, Vendor Section Chief, at 501-280-4675 or email gayla.lanum@arkansas.gov. You may also contact De'Sunda Davis, Compliance and Education Specialist, at 501-661-2689 or email deshunda.davis@arkansas.gov

Thank you for being an authorized AR WIC vendor and helping us provide Approved WIC Items to our current and potential participants.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.